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Set your firework launcher in place! (These were the red bricks on the last slide. 
Take a few photos to start off!



We’re going to have our launcher squash down as it prepares to shoot off the 
firework! Make this little top hat shape with two bricks and use onion skin to 
place it where the launcher was.



Use the four stud brick to have your launcher stretch into the air, with the first 
little spark of your firework poking out!



Set your launcher brick back to it’s very first position, with the first brick - we 
won’t be touching it again. Then, replace the single stud brick with a double stud 
brick as seen, and move it further up!



Replace the two stud brick with a three stud brick as shown, and then move it a bit 
further up!



Replace the three stud brick with a four stud brick as shown, and then move it a 
bit further up!



Let’s keep the four stud brick - keep moving it up the backdrop!



Replace the four stud brick with a three stud brick as 
shown, and then move it a bit further up!



Replace the three stud brick with a two stud brick as 
shown, and then move it a bit further up!



Replace the two stud brick with a one stud brick as 
shown, and then move it a bit further up!



Remove our firework brick. Take a few photos of just nothing, to build 
the anticipation!



Time for a bang! Use the One Stud bricks to create a circle around where your 
last firework brick disappeared, like shown!



Replace the One Stud bricks in the circle with Two Stud bricks, and move them 
further out from the center of the circle! To get your bricks to point diagonally on a 
baseplate, see the next slide.



Take a single stud, and place it on the bottom of the two stud brick - that 
will let you place it on the baseplate, and turn it!



Replace the two stud brick with a three or four stud brick and move them 
further out from the center of the circle! - use the single stud on the bottom 
trick with these bricks to get them pointing at an angle!



Replace the three/four stud brick with a two stud brick again, and move them 
further out from the center of the circle. Keep using one single stud on the bottom 
for diagonals! We’re nearly done, our firework is fizzling out.



Replace the two stud bricks with a one stud brick again, and move them further 
out from the center of the original circle. 



Remove all the firework bricks, and take some photos. You’re finished!



That’s all there is to it! Have fun, and take your time! Animation takes time and 
patience, it might take a try or two to get it absolutley right!


